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Redress is a pioneering Hong Kong 
based NGO founded in 2007 by 
Christina Dean, working to reduce 
textile waste and promote environmental 
sustainability in the fashion industry. 
Through our dynamic programmes we 
work directly with designers, industry 
professionals educational organisations 
and consumers to promote innovative 
models and drive growth towards a new 
circular economy for fashion.



GET REDRESSED CLOTHING DRIVES
To date Redress has collected over 23 tonnes of 
unwanted clothes through our clothing drives, which aim 
to raise awareness amongst the public about the issue of 
textile waste and promote the benefits of recycling, whilst 
ensuring valuable resources remain in HK to support 
people in need.

“Migrant workers are one of the most vulnerable 
groups in Hong Kong, and we are delighted that 
through this drive donations are passed onto this 
underprivileged group and show that Hong Kong is 
such a loving place. Consume less, share better!”

- PATHFINDERS

“We are delighted to be partnering with Redress on 
reducing clothing waste while also ensuring that the 
homeless in Hong Kong are getting clothes that fit and are 
their style. Coupled with our free laundry programme, this 
is a big step in the right direction!”

- IMPACT HK

THE REDRESS DESIGN AWARD is the world’s largest 
sustainable fashion design competition and works to provide a 
platform for emerging design talent, whilst promoting sustainable 
fashion to a mainstream audience. With major sponsorship from 
the Hong Kong Government’s Create HK Fund, the competition 
first launched in Hong Kong in 2011 and has since expanded to a 
global audience with applications from a record 55 countries for 
the 2018 cycle. The Redress Design Award is underpinned by our 
comprehensive educational work with over 100 tertiary educational 
institutions around the world through lectures, workshops and 
exhibitions, as well as over 65,000 visitors to our online LEARN 
platform.

DRIVING A LOCAL CIRCULAR FASHION SYSTEM
We want to make clothes recycling transparent and easy and are working hard to expand our clothing drive with year-round 
collection points across Hong Kong. Our new takeback programme includes boxes in all Zara stores in HK and Macau, and 
PizzaExpress in Sai Ying Pun.

The clothes we collect benefit a wide sector of the Hong Kong community. Our local charities receive good quality pre-
sorted clothing that matches the exact needs of their beneficiaries, which include refugees, migrants, women at risk, the 
elderly, babies, children and families who are all from a variety of low income backgrounds.

Furthermore, any clothing deemed unfit for reuse will be recycled in a new and exciting circular economy initiative. After 
recycling, the output will be woven into new textiles and sent back into the fashion loop.



THE FASHION 
INDUSTRY’S ISSUES 
AT A GLANCE



Fashion brands, retailers, designers and suppliers alike are 
facing new pressures as they constantly race to churn 
out the next fashion must-have, at faster rates and lower 
prices. With this rapid rise in production and consumption 
comes a staggering increase in waste and we are witnessing 
unprecedented rates of disposal and wastage.

ENVIRONMENTAL
The clothing production process is water hungry and 
accounts for 8 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions. But 
the environmental impact doesn’t stop after production, in 
Hong Kong alone we are trashing 343 tonnes of textiles 
every single day.

OVERCONSUMPTION
The average consumer now buys 60 percent more clothing 
items a year and keeps them for about half as long as 15 
years ago. In Hong Kong we each spend over HKD10,000 
on new clothes every year.

NOT ENOUGH RECYCLING & REUSE
The vast majority of clothing waste ends up in landfills 
or is incinerated. Globally, only 20 percent of clothing 
is collected for reuse or recycling. After use, less than 1 
percent of material used to produce clothing is recycled into 
new clothing.

SO WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP REDUCE 
THE IMPACT OF FASHION ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT?

DONATE

BUY SMART

CARE & REPAIR

CHOOSE PRELOVED

RETHINK YOUR HABITS

FASHION IS ONE OF 
THE MOST POLLUTING 
INDUSTRIES IN THE WORLD – 

OVER 100 BILLLION 
GARMENTS ARE PRODUCED 
EVERY YEAR.



HOW TO BUILD A LOVABLE 
WARDROBE THAT YOU WON’T 
WANT TO DISPOSE OF 

by Christina Dean, Redress Founder 

1   QUALITY OVER QUANTITY 
It’s not rocket science. One very good quality leather jacket 
or a merino wool v-neck will last you many seasons, whereas 
fast fashion will be ready for disposal in a few months, at 
best.

2   FIND YOUR ESSENTIALS
Different things work for different body types so there are 
no golden rules. But here are my best picks: Shorts, black/
grey skinny jeans, navy or grey blazers, statement jacket, 
chunky v-neck in grey and navy, fisherman knits, leather 
biker jackets, a good coat, two or three silk shirts long 
enough to be worn un-tucked, but also with the possibility 
of being tucked in. For some, the list is (unfortunately!) 
endless. But do choose five to six items from the list above 
and build your wardrobe around the key pieces.

3   AVOID BEING TOO BLING
When buying new pieces (or even better, when getting 
them from secondhand stores) think whether this piece 
goes with what is already in your wardrobe. Avoid items that 
are too trendy, too loud or have too much sparkle. Golden 
rule, if the piece doesn’t go with anything that you currently 
own — avoid it.

4   CHOOSE A COLOUR SCHEME
Select a colour scheme that suits you, with one for winter 
and one for summer. It’s always easier to work with three to 
four colours. Remember, ‘Simplicity makes your life easy’. If 
the colours in your wardrobe go together, I promise you will 
have less of those ‘I have nothing to wear’ moments. Here 
are my favourite combos:

>> Grey / Navy / Cream / Copper
>> Grey / Navy / Red / White
>> Red / White / Cream / Black
>> Khaki / Black / Navy / Grey

Identifying your key wardrobe essentials 
ensures that your wardrobe will deliver the 
widest array of outfits. 

Getting to grips with style basics will help 
you avoid purchasing piles of un-needed and 
un-matchable items, helping to keep your 
wardrobe (and landfills) well managed.



SHOP SMART:  
STYLIST JULIE SHAH SHARES HER 
5 MUST HAVES FOR SHOPPING 
DURABILITY

Purchasing durable clothes ensures that we make use of our 
clothings’ function season after season after season. Such 
durability allows us to dress responsibly and in doing so 
reduce our carbon footprint whilst still looking and feeling 
fantastic.

1   FABRIC, FABRIC, FABRIC
Always start with the fabric when deciding to purchase a 
garment. Fabrics that look and feel durable are the ones 
to go for! Look for quality fabrics that tend to last longer 
because of higher colour-fastness, yarn strength and 
durability. Organic cotton, peace silk and Tencel may last 
long and are also better for the environment.

2   TRIMS
Look at the buttons, fasteners, zips and linings and check 
that they do work. Check how strongly attached the 
buttons are to the garment. High quality buttons and strong 
attachments ensure they will not break after a few washes. 
In addition, a good quality garment should use nickel-free 
metal-ware.

3   STITCHING
Don’t be fooled by outer appearances! Turn your garment 
inside-out and look at how the side seams are stitched 
together. A good quality garment will have secure overlocks 
(stitches sewn in a different direction to the main stitching) 
to keep the main stitching in place. Try to pull the seams 
apart slightly to check the thread’s durability. Finally, 
stitching size does matter! When in doubt, smaller stitches 
mean higher quality and larger stitches mean a rushed job 
that may undo after a couple of washes.

4   CUTTING DETAILS
A garment that is designed to last longer by good cutting 
details is a sign of good quality. For example, garments cut 
on the grain and paneled in a way to adhere to your body 
contours ensures longevity and metal rivets used to secure 
jeans’ pockets ensure that the jeans will have a long life. 
Finally, when in doubt, remember that if you love the cut 
and style, you’re more likely to keep it for longer.

5   QUALITY BRANDS
Buying from a top brand that has invested time and effort 
to create a garment is crucial. Right from its creation, top 
brands should pay careful consideration from the drawing 
board, to selecting fabrics, colours, finishes, construction 
and even packaging. This gives satisfaction of buying a 
garment that is brought to you with integrity and quality so 
as to make it yours for a lifetime.

PHOTO CREDIT JULIA BROAD



CLOTHING CARE & REPAIR

1   WEAR YOUR CLOTHES MULTIPLE 
 TIMES BEFORE WASHING
People are in the habit of washing their clothing  
after just one or two wears, when the clothes are barely 
dirty. Try to wear clothing as many times as possible before 
washing, as this will save water and energy from fewer loads. 
If we all washed our clothes 10% less, we could have a 2.6% 
reduction in our global footprint of carbon dioxide! 

2    AVOID USING THE DRY CLEANERS, 
WASH AT HOME RESPONSIBLY

Most dry cleaners use a cocktail of harmful chemical 
contaminants, which cause environmental and health 
problems. Many items in your wardrobe though labelled dry 
clean only may actually be washable! 

Try hand washing or a very gentle / hand-wash cycle on your 
washing machine with your garment turned inside out and 
inside a protective garment bag.

3   USE ECO-FRIENDLY CLEANING 
 DETERGENTS AT CORRECT DOSAGE
Many people over-dose their washing machines with 
chemically-laden detergents in a wasted effort to clean their 
clothes. Developments in detergents’ cleaning capabilities 

mean that the eco-friendly alternatives now work better 
than ever before. Use the correct dose and choose a 
detergent that won’t contaminate waterways or take years 
to break down.

4   WASH AT COOL TEMPERATURES
A whopping 80% of the energy used for washing clothes is 
used to heat the water, with the remainder used to power the 
washing machine motor. Washing at cooler temperatures 
(30°C works fine for most) saves energy costs for you and 
greenhouse emissions for the environment. Everyone wins!

5   WASH AT OPTIMUM LOAD SIZE
It’s not rocket science — running your washing machine 
at full load is the optimum for most machines as the same 
amount of water and energy no matter how full. With the 
average household doing almost 400 loads of laundry each 
year, consuming 13,500 gallons of water, getting your load 
size right may even send your utility bills plummeting.

6   AIR DRY YOUR CLOTHES
Air dry your clothes to reduce your energy consumption and 
your energy bills, whilst protecting your clothes. Of all our 
home appliances, tumble dryers are one of the most energy 
hungry and each dryer load can use the same amount of 
energy as it takes to power a laptop for 160+ hours.



7    DEAL WITH STAINS QUICKLY
People often fail to realise that stains can be removed, but 
the faster you act the better! Sometimes stains may be 
stubborn, but with perseverance, most can be removed!

HERE ARE QUICK TIPS TO STAIN 
REMOVAL USING WHAT’S ALREADY 
IN YOUR KITCHEN . . .

1    Pre-treat stains with baking soda. This will 
prevent lots of unnecessary washes or wasting 
a perfectly wearable item of clothing.

2    Soaking stinky clothes in a vinegary water mix 
can rid them of odours.

3    If you get chewing gum on fabric, place it in the 
freezer for a few hours before trying removal to 
avoid a stringy mess.

4    For coloured stains like berries or wine, soak in 
lemon juice or white vinegar to help lift the stain 
from fibres.

8    KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR BUTTONS
Losing a button is a common reason for a piece of clothing 
to go unworn. A great many garments go unworn simply 
because a button has fallen off — not a binning offence! 
This is one of the quickest and easiest repairs out there, so 
get your needle threaded and get stitching. If your button is 
hanging on by a thread — simply cut it off and start again. 
Keep an eye out for loose buttons — make sure you secure 
them before they fall. 

9    GET TO GRIPS WITH STITCHING
Garments are often discarded due to hems coming loose. 
Learning how to sew a blind hem by hand takes care and 
patience at first, but will save you money at the tailors. Make 
sure your thread colour matches your garment. If in doubt 
and you can’t find an exact colour match, select a thread 
that is a shade darker than the garment. For the machine 
savvy, many modern sewing machines will have a blind hem 
stitch function. Remember to pin and iron the hem before 
stitching to ensure the hemline is straight!

10   MAINTENANCE MATTERS
Well-made shoes and bags should last for many years, but 
regular maintenance and cleaning are necessary to keep 
them in tip top condition. Have a go at replacing tatty bag 
handles with new leather ones and make your platforms as 
good as new by re-gluing the sole. Get acquainted with your 
local cobbler for heel and sole replacements. Keep an eye 
out for heel tips or soles wearing down. If you leave them 
too long before repair, irreversible damage can be caused to 
the heel itself.

If you liked these tips, you may be interested in our new book 
Dress [with] Sense, the Practical Guide to a Concious Closet. 

Email info@redress.com.hk with the code MINIGUIDE to get 
10% off your copy.



WE ARE SO PLEASED YOU HAVE JOINED THE 
#GETREDRESSED MOVEMENT. 

HERE ARE SOME OTHER WAYS YOU CAN 
JOIN THE FUN AND SPREAD THE WORD



  HOLD A #GETREDRESSED DAY AT YOUR 
WORKPLACE/SCHOOL! 
 Encourage your team to join in wearing their most long 
lasting items in their wardrobes, or clothes that have been 
up-cycled, bought secondhand, rented or borrowed! 
You can even give a prize for the best dressed member! 
Suggested donation per participant HKD20

MAKE A PLEDGE TO NOT BUY ANY CLOTHES 
DURING OCTOBER  
You can even donate the money you would have spent to 
Redress!

 TAKE PART IN OUR FREE PUBLIC EVENTS  
in Hong Kong including talks, workshops and  
much more!  

 www.redress.com.hk/getredressedmonth

 TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL OFFERS 
from participating partners 

 www.redress.com.hk/getredressedmonth

 SIGN UP TO OUR MAILING LIST 
for more events and industry updates 
  eepurl.com/b_wfXv

HOST A CLOTHES SWAPPING PARTY WITH 
FRIENDS
 Your unwanted clothes could be your best friend’s treasure. 
Put on some music and let the fashion frolics begin! You 
can even put a set price tag on all unwanted clothes that are 
swapped, which can then be donated to Redress.

GET QUIZZICAL
Have a mini quiz with your friends over lunch or run a 
charity quiz night and send the proceeds to Redress. You 
can include a #GetRedressed round with fashion related 
questions which we can provide, e.g.:

STRUT YOUR STUFF
 Hold a charity fashion show, for example your models can 
wear up-cycled, vintage or sustainable garments. Proceeds 
from ticket sales for the show can be donated to support 
Redress’ work to cut waste out of fashion!

HOST A SCREENING OF FRONTLINE 
FASHION
 An inspiring Redress documentary following the finalists of 
the world’s biggest sustainable fashion design competition, 
the Redress Design Award. 

 www.redress.com.hk/frontlinefashion/

DONATE YOUR UNWANTED CLOTHES
 Redress collect via multiple public locations. We have 
donation boxes in 15 Zara stores and PizzaExpress in Sai 
Ying Pun.

HOW CAN I GET MORE INVOLVED?

Any FINANCIAL DONATIONS received will be 
used directly to support Redress’ work to cut waste 
out of fashion, whilst maximising precious resources 
for the benefit of the local community and promoting 
a new circular economy.

ANSWERS
> Christina Dean
> 343 tonnes
> 3625 L
> Vivienne Westwood
> Polyester

1) Who is the founder of Redress?
2) How many tonnes of textiles are sent to Hong Kong’s landfills every day?

3) How much water does it take to create one pair of jeans?
4) Which famous fashion designer has said “Buy less, choose better and make it last.”?

5) What material takes over 200 years to decompose, if at all?



IT'S TIME TO DIVE INTO SUSTAINABLE FASHIONWHERE TO FIND SECONDHAND 
AND VINTAGE CLOTHING IN 
HONG KONG

Redress pop-up shops
   Follow at facebook.com/redressasia for updates 

on pop-up dates

1stdibs 
 www.1stdibs.com/fashion/

2hand
  10 Tsun Yip Lane, Kwun Tong

Beatniks 
  www.facebook.com/vintagebeatniks/?

rf=214493758657578

Carousell
 hk.carousell.com

Green Ladies
 www.facebook.com/sjsgreenladies/

Guiltless
 www.guiltless.com

HEWI 
  www.hardlyeverwornit.com/ 

mywardrobe-activate

Hipster 9 
 www.facebook.com/hipster9hk/

Hula 
 www.thehula.com

JupYeah 
 www.jupyeah.com/

Label Chic 
 www.labelchicboutique.com/en/

Little Dot Vintage Shop
 www.facebook.com/littledotvintage

Mee and Gee  
Various locations

 www.facebook.com/meegeeco/

Midwest Vintage 
  www.facebook.com/pages/Midwest-

Vintage/103573376382609

Retykle
 www.retykle.com

Salvation Army
  Ivy On Belcher's, 26 Belcher's St, Sai Wan

Time Machine Collection
 www.instagram.com/time_machine_collection/

Vestiaire Collective 
 us.vestiairecollective.com

Vinted 
 www.vinted.co.uk

Yeechoo
Rental

 www.yeechoo.com

XiaoShiGuang 
 www.facebook.com/XiaoShiGuang/



WHAT TO 
WATCH

Frontline Fashion 
Redress' TV documentary series
Available on iTunes

You are what you wear 
Christina Dean at TEDxHKBU 

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=cduGLWhm1LM

The True Cost
Documentary

 www.truecostmovie.com

Changing the World Through Fashion  
Eva Kruse, TEDxCopenhagen 2013 

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4VTPLpfGq0

Get Redressed: The 365 Challenge  
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=rahNBbotdRM

Wearing Nothing New
Jessi Arrington, TED, June 2011 

  www.ted.com/talks/jessi_arrington_wearing_
nothing_new?language=eN

Unravel:
The final resting place of your cast-off  
clothing, by AEON

 aeon.co/videos/this-is-the-final-resting-place-of-
your-cast-off-clothing 

WHAT TO 
READ

Dress [with] Sense 
Thames and Hudson 

 www.redress.com.hk/dresswithsense/
 
Clothing Poverty: The Hidden World of Fast  
Andrew Brooks 
Fashion and Second-hand Clothes

Wardrobe Crisis
Clare Press 

Overdressed: The Shockingly High Cost of 
Cheap Fashion 
Elizabeth L. Cline

DIY Fashionista: 40 Stylish Projects to  
Reinvent and Update Your Wardrobe
Geneva Vanderzeil

Wear No Evil: How to Change the World  
with Your Wardrobe  
Greta Eagan

To Die For: Is Fashion Wearing Out the 
World? 
Lucy Siegle

The Life-changing Magic of Tidying: A 
Simple, Effective Way to Banish Clutter 
Forever 
Marie Kondo 

Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We 
Make Things
Michael Braungart and William McDonough

Slave to Fashion 
Safia Minney



How Can the Fashion Industry Become More 
Sustainable? 
Business of Fashion

  www.businessoffashion.com/community/voices/
discussions/can-fashion-industry-become-
sustainable

Circle Economy website
 www.circle-economy.com/

Ellen McCarthur  
Foundation on Circular Economy 

  www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-
economy

The True Cost blog articles
 www.truecostmovie.com/blog/JupYeah 

LEARN MORE
THROUGH REDRESS

 www.redress.com.hk
 www.facebook.com/RedressAsia/
 www.twitter.com/Redress_Asia
 www.instagram.com/GetRedressed
 www.redressdesignaward.com/

INTERESTING PEOPLE IN  
THE SUSTAINABLE FASHION 
AND LIVING AREA

Christina Dean
Founder of Redress, 
@drchristinadean

Orsola de Castro
 www.fashionrevolution.org

Greta Eagan 
 www.gretaeagan.com

Livia Firth 
 www.eco-age.com

Marie Kondo 
 www.konmari.com

Lauren Singer
 www.trashisfortossers.com

Geneva Vanderzeil 
 www.apairandasparediy.com

Tania Reinert-Shchelkanovtseva
 www.aboynamedsue.co

Dilys Williams
 www.sustainable-fashion.com

Marci Zaroff 
 www.marcizaroff.com 

Rebecca Earley
 www.beckyearley.com/

Toby Crispy 
 www.lastbutnotleast.biz/



SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR 
#GETREDRESSED MONTH ONLINE AND OFFLINE

If you have made a pledge to not buy any new clothes in October, 
have made a clothing donation, want to show off your sustainable fashion outfits 
or just want to get behind what we do we’d love to hear from you!

1    TAKE A PHOTO WITH THE PLACARD OR BADGE BELOW
2    IN THE COMMENTS TELL US WHY YOU ARE GETTING REDRESSED
3   TAG US @GETREDRESSED AND ADD #GETREDRESSED 

CUT ME OUT !
AND STICK A SAFETY PIN TO THE BACK TO WEAR ME WITH PRIDE!

#GETREDRESSED
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www.redress.com.hk/GetRedressedMonth


